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Darcy Wright is a closeted lesbian who has been infatuated with her best friend, Taylor, since junior

high. Leaving her small northeast Minnesota town for Harvard in a quest to become a doctor, she

moves in with med-student Olivia Boyd, a neurotic, anal, gigantic pain in the backside. The first year

of juggling medical school is gruelling, but itâ€™s nothing compared to living with Olivia.Coming out

to her friends and family with an anti-climactic flop, Darcy uses her newly publicised sexuality to try

and win Taylorâ€™s affections through an ill-hatched scheme that crosses uncomfortable lines. The

result is as unexpected to Darcy as Darcyâ€™s affinity for medicine is to Olivia.The first year of

medical school is a nerve-wracking encounter in medicine, learning lessons the hard way, and

finding what her heart desires.*Minor changes to manuscript updated 2nd September*
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I enjoyed this book, it was a sweet yet complicated love story! There were definite laugh out loud

moments & then parts that were achingly tender. I was embarrassed for them when they were

caught with Mavis! (You'll know what I mean when you read the book!!)I liked Olivia right from the



start, I'm attracted to a high maintenance complicated woman!It's good to read a book where love

doesn't quite conquer all, but shows you can fall in love with the least likely people.I've read all of

Camryn Eyde's work & I'm enjoying meeting her characters.Looking forward to seeing where the

next book takes Darcy & Olivia.

This is a wonderful, fun read. The characters are complicated and interesting. Olivia is a

conundrum, in the most fascinating of ways.So the story begins introducing us to Darcy. Darcy is a

23 year old college grad on her way to Harvard Medical School. Darcy is also in love with Taylor,

her childhood best friend. She has subjected herself to never having a romantic relationship of any

kind because of her pining for Taylor. Upon arrival at Harvard, Darcy meets her roommate, Olivia

and surprise her new roommate is total nutcase.Olivia is an interesting character. She makes this

book really stand out. She is flawed on so many ways, but you can't help but like her. She is prickly

and sassy, and so challenging to figure out. You have to feel for Darcy having her as a roommate.

She is challenging to say the least. Both of the main characters have issues they are working

through. In Oliviaâ€™s past and Darcyâ€™s inexperience with relationships.The book really picks up

steam and gets turned on its head when BFF Taylor gets a girlfriend back home in Minnesota.

Taylor up until Darcy leaving for med school always dated men. Darcy is jealous and doesn't

understand why Taylor chooses to fall for a girl, especially a girl that is not her. So she tells Taylor a

little white lie to save some face. What's the lie you ask? Well that she is dating Olivia of course.

Olivia is then cajoled into going along with Darcy's charade. I wonâ€™t tell you anymore because

that would spoil this amazing story. PS, The first kiss is hot. Fire extinguisher please!The story is

well written, clear and concise. You enjoy the twist and turns of their path to true love. The ending is

sweet and fits perfectly. Eyde does not rush through the ending. It is well formulated and will have

you begging for more I can't wait till the next book in 2016.

Camryn Eyde stories are always worth reading. I hope book 2 will be out soon ;).All characters in

this book are multi-dimensional, really funny and interesting. When it is well written like this book,

nothing is boring.I have one tiny gripe but it is personal (read too many bad books). Anytime I come

across the words 'sneer' and 'smirk', I cringed. This is due to being overexposed to these words and

'sneer' is not a nice facial expression nor description. Added plus point: no cringing bad grammar

(past tense of drag is dragged, not drug) to contend with.Keep up the good work.

There are spoilers at the bottom of this review. Clearly marked with a spoiler tag.I didn't love this or



hate it, it was just average. A couple of times one of the characters refers to Darcy's love life as a

soap opera and that's pretty much how I felt too.I read another review when they mentioned that the

characters seemed more suited to high school than medical school and I have to agree. I liked

Olivia and Darcy enough to keep moving through, but there was a lot of over done melodrama that I

could have done without.I don't know that I liked it enough to bother with the next one in the series,

it will depend on how much of a role Taylor plays in that one (hopefully none).****Spoilers below

****I'm not a huge fan of the whole pining for someone/use someone to make them jealous trope

and its overdone here, even when they all know about it, and Darcy's told Taylor she doesn't have

feelings for her anymore it comes up over and over. It was beyond ridiculous that she (and to an

extent Olivia) kept harping on it.In addition, the whole Kara storyline added an element that just

wasn't necessary given Darcy already had one too many love interests. I would think medical school

would keep her too busy for so many women!

You know it's not very often I find myself changing who I'm rooting for as the love interest for the

main character. Actually, I've never been able to do that. Normally the first person I have hope for

usually quashes any other candidates that arise, despite how well they are suited. But something

about this book did just that for me. (SPOILER WARNING) When Darcy was revealed to be in love

with Taylor, I was aching for her to reveal her feelings. I'm obsessed with friendships developing into

romance, and here I felt that same longing. When Taylor revealed that she was interested in Charli,

my heart burned for Darcy. I felt her devastation. And yet...right from the get go, there was

something about Olivia that got to me. The way she challenges Darcy and could get under her skin,

and the whole love/hate relationship situation is VERY appealing as well. Then the moment they

kissed...I was hooked! My own feelings for the pair paralleled Darcy's! Banished was any interest in

Taylor, all I cared for was Olivia and her relationship and clear interest in our oblivious girl. (END

SPOILER)The story made me care for the characters; their personalities are strong and leave a

lasting impression. I'm sufficiently attached to them and am thoroughly annoyed to find I have to

wait until 2016 for the next one! I'm addicted to Darcy's story and incredibly eager to find out more

about Olivia and whether the pair will be okay.As is usual for the author, the writing style is

deliciously detailed and emotional. The descriptions are wonderfully complex and the language is

easy to follow, I simply love her style. The adult content is tasteful and there to enrich the story,

rather than add needless smut. I adore the writing and find myself incapable of putting down the

books she writes for tedious things like sustenance or sleep. I look forward to more of her work and

especially, despite what will be a very frustrating wait, the second part of Tricky Wisdom.
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